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Friday, November 13 of 2015

Extraordinary daily Message of Mary, Rose of Peace, transmitted in the Marian Center of Figueira,
Minas Gerais, Brazil, to the visionary Friar Elías del Sagrado Corazón

Before the powerful presence of My Heart, the abysses of the Earth close so that souls may leave
their prisons and be elevated, in redemption, to the Heart of God.

The angels of the universe descend on this day with your Mother of the World so that those who
were lost may find the liberation from their captivity.

The powers of the cosmos materialize in the voice of those who cry out through prayer.

Hearts are led to live a miracle of love and of forgiveness because they truly prayed from their heart
to all the Heavens.

The present hour marks new steps for those who cried out for redemption. The voice of your prayers
broadly resounds in your previous generations, and the chain of errors of the past is cut and
liberated by the Angel of Redemption.

Nobody will remain outside of this circuit of miracles. What has always seemed impossible to
liberate will be liberated.

You are going through a time of special Graces; Graces that must be utilized, because those who are
further away from God will also be benefited.

When prayer is proclaimed by peace and good, the universe acts so that the mediocre and the
atheists may awaken to the power of the Kingdom of God. There will always be praying beings
resolved to work for the Plan of God and all of them will be the ones who will generate the
conditions for more hearts to be redeemed.

Imagine a great army of souls waiting for the second Coming of Christ and keeping the doors to the
Divine Universe open so that the unity between souls and God may not be broken.

Imagine thousands of angels lifting all the prayers of those who cry out up to the Greater Thrones so
that the Father may have the happiness of granting you His infinite Mercy.

Just imagine how many uncertain doors are closed when there is an absolute union of all with the
great and only Purpose.

Imagine how much malice and adversity will be dispelled and taken from the path of souls when the
supplication is real and has no false intentions.

Think for an instant of all your Most Holy Mother can do with the volume of your prayer, and how
many souls who are deported in this world have the Grace of finding again the path of forgiveness.

Inwardly think about how many spiritual benefits the sick receive, those who are completely lost
and above all, those who have externally condemned themselves.
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See how the flow of a good prayer disarms the cruel ideas of wars and conquests of peoples and of
nations in the minds of humankind.

See how the redeeming Love of Christ triumphs when just one or more hearts feel within
themselves to call out to God so that He may be among all.

So then, see how infinite is the power of a prayer that cooperates and builds the bridges between the
celestial dimensions and souls.

See how the prayer from the heart has no boundaries or impediments. See how this spring of Light,
which is generated by a group of consciousnesses in the name of all of humanity, powerfully
deactivates the roots of evil and its false works. When one believes in the power of the Divine
Word, it is fulfilled on this plane and on others.

In times of battle and of the Armageddon, let prayer be that shield which protects and leads hearts
toward peace.

Today, children, I would like these instructions to be very clear for you, so that you may truly
understand that each meeting of prayer is a planetary opportunity for all and for the Kingdoms of
Nature.

For each praying being, I leave the divine inspiration of a good and worthwhile prayer, essential in
these times, because it strengthens the path of surrender to Christ, your Lord.

I thank all those present for the effort of having carried out a good vigil of prayer yesterday.

United to each praying heart,

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace


